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Sleep - Dreams - Nightmares
WebMD talks about dreams: what makes us dream, if dreams mean
anything, what lucid dreaming is, and more.
Nightmare Dreams | Analyze Dreams | Nightmares | Night Terrors
Nightmares aren't just for children. WebMD explains why adults
may have terrifying dreams and the physical and emotional
stress they can.
Nightmares (for Parents)
In the realm of dreams and nightmares, there remains more
mystery than fact. It's an area of neuroscience and psychology
that's hard to study.
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Almost every child has an occasional frightening or upsetting
dream. But nightmares seem to peak during the preschool years
when fear of the dark is common.

A nightmare is a dream that occurs during rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep that results in feelings of strong terror, fear,
distress and extreme anxiety.

Nightmares are unpleasant dreams with particularly vivid and
disturbing content, usually accompanied by a strong negative
emotional response (e.g. fear, horror.
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The role Dreaming Nightmares mirror neurons. Children are not
fully awake in these episodes, even if their eyes are open,
and they usually have no memory of the event the next day. Bad
dreams may simply be a symptom of not getting adequate sleep.
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I found I could not breathe. How we remember the stuff that
dreams are made of:
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study of reports of recurring dreams found that:
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